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LEFT SEAT

Our organization has had an eventful summer beginning

with the BBQ at Sugarhouse Park in June.  We had a great

time and it gave all who attended a chance to visit with

friends and associates as well as enjoy some great food.

Over the Father’s Day weekend, several UGAA members

flew to Smiley Creek (U87) Idaho for the annual Father’s

Day Fly-in / Breakfast.  On Sunday (Father’s Day), there

were over 100 aircraft that came in from all around the

intermountain west.   We had a good turnout of UGAA

members and I think everyone had a memorable time.  The

UGAA typically has eight to ten aircraft at this event which

represents around 10% of the turnout.  In August we flew to

Moose Creek (1U1) in the Selway-Bitterroot wilderness

area of northern Idaho.  If you like to camp and enjoy the

solitude of a wilderness area, Moose Creek should be on

your list of places to visit.  Last but not least, the UGAA Box

Seat at the Reno Air Races in September was packed to

capacity.  We can accommodate 12 in the Box and if you’re

interested in going next year, give me a call.  The Reno event

is a great opportunity to see some of the coolest and fasted

prop airplanes in the world doing what they do best.  They

even have a jet race for those who like the smell of jet fuel.

The UGAA is an organization with a stated goal of “Pro-

tecting Our Aviation Future” but the activities we have help

to make it fun as well.  I encourage all our members to join

us in these events.  After all, why do we fly if it’s not for the

joy and satisfaction it brings?

While we were having our activities and enjoying

the experience of flying this summer, others were

not so fortunate.  In the short space of a few days,

there were four aircraft lost in and around the

local area.  Monticello, Bear Lake, Moab and

Wyoming all had accidents that claimed many

lives.  While I am not in a position to make any

judgments as to the cause of any of these acci-

dents, I believe we can all learn from such events.

I have spoken in the past about “Risk Manage-

ment”.  This is the art of minimizing risk as much

as possible so as to maximize safety.  In basic

flight training, we all learned about the following

topics: Weight and Balance

 Density Altitude

 Fuel Management

 Weather

 Communications

 Emergency Procedures

 See and Avoid

 Aircraft Maintenance and

Basic Airworthiness (especially if we rent)

 Etc,etc..
Flying is a matter of physics.  The act of defying gravity

requires us to follow certain physical principles which,

when violated, usually results in an unfavorable outcome.

As pilots, we should be ever vigilant in keeping current with

our knowledge of the “physics” of flying as well as keeping

current with our practical skills.  Of course there are no

guarantees but we should be doing all we can to keep our

risk factors as low as possible.  We are probably all aware

of the current news item of the first week of October.  Steve

Fossett’s aircraft was found near Mammoth Lakes, CA.

Even the best and most experienced of us can get caught if

the laws of physics are cheated in some form or another.

The bottom line is that safety should always be our top

priority and we should make it a matter of habit.

I would like to express my thanks to the Officers and Board

Members of the UGAA.  The people who fill these positions

make our organization possible.  It takes time and effort to

keep the ball rolling and I encourage every member to take

the opportunity to say thanks to the “ground crew”.  In

addition, every member should be participating as much as

possible in the events that are planned.  The more people

who take part in our events the easier it is for the ground

crew to stay motivated and working.

Fly Safe,

Dave Haymond
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This past month the wreckage of Decath-

lon that famous aviator, adventurer and

record holder,  Steve Fossett, was located

in the high mountains in California, just

outside of the prior search areas of the

Nevada/California border.  The impact

appeared to have been hard and fast. It

was reported the wreckage was spread

over 300 feet. There has been a lot of

conjecture of the cause of the accident.

Was it the weather?  Some reported there

were thunder cells in the areas. If so,

there may have been updrafts and down-

drafts in the area of this flight or perhaps

a microburst.  Otherwise, others report it

was a beautiful day. The mountain winds

may have played a factor. Mr. Fossett

was an experienced sailplane pilot, holder

of several records, and certainly under-

stood the effects of winds in the moun-

tains. He used mountain waves to perform

his 51,000 plus feet sailplane altitude re-

cord. Perhaps he suffered from a medical

problem or aircraft structural failure.

Then how did this accident happen?  We

may never know. But there are several

things for sure. First, don’t mess with

Mother Nature. Second, we don’t live in a

perfect world, things can and do go

wrong. Third, we really don’t have any

guarantees.

I’m still amazed that during last year’s

extensive searches by the CAP and oth-

ers, of the number of downed aircraft

that were located. Most were already

recorded, several not.

I recently had a flight student ask me,

“Are you ever afraid to go flying?” I

appeared the roll of a confident, smooth

flight instructor and after taking a long

breath,  I replied, “Yes I am! But be-

cause of this, I try to look ahead and

think of all the possibilities, where things

could go wrong, and mentally prepare a

plan of action, a plan of survival, even a

plan to not fly, or to review and execute

alternate plans of actions while in flight.

Flying has risks, and we have limita-

tions, we must know them and take cor-

rective actions as soon as things are not

going as planned.  That is why you are

learning to fly. My job is to teach you to

be a safe pilot.”  There is an old saying,

“If you are not sure, don’t!”

When I went through Naval Flight Train-

ing, there was a Naval Aviation ‘watch

phrase’ that was constantly drilled into

us. “COMPLACENCY KILLS!”  Numer-

ous aviation related accidents were re-

lated to the pilot’s complacency, or hav-

ing his (or her) head in other places ,

you know what I mean, other than at-

tending to things at hand or looking at

the possible increasing risks ahead. That

is where the pilot’s skills, experience

and training can save them and others.

Complacency can be part of many atti-

tudes, such as over- confidence or the

other five hazardous attitudes as outlined

in the FAA’s Safety literature.  To re-

fresh our memories they are: Anti-
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authority (Don’t tell me!), Impulsivity

(Do something, now!), Invulnerability

(It won’t happen to me!), Macho (I

CAN do it!), Resignation (What’s the

use!).

When I went through training there

was a story of a Marine flight student.

He was a great pilot, great grades

and  very popular and confident.

Nearing the end of training in the T-

28’s, the students had to fly solo to

the carrier and conduct  actual land-

ing and takeoff operations. One land-

ing he veered off to the left, and dis-

regarded the wave off signal, but

chose to land. He snagged the cable,

but his left gear went off the edge of

the deck. The T-28 went off the deck.

As personnel ran to the location they

saw the T-28, still hooked to the ca-

ble, dangling, engine idling, facing the

water.  Our Marine flight student

coolly went through his three minute

shutdown procedure and checklist, be-

fore unstrapping. He was brought

aboard. That was his last flight. As

with any incident or accident, he at-

tended a Formal Board of Review. He

apologized for damaging the aircraft.

He was very ‘cool’ at the Hearing and

confident he would be flying soon,

since this was his first incident.  After

deliberation by the Board, the findings

were released and he was called back.

To his shock and to the dismay of his

peers, he was released from the Naval

Aviation Command. The findings of

the Board were simple and brief…

”No apparent fear of death…”

There was a lesson of wisdom above.  All pilots

have a degree of the five psychological haz-

ards, but we keep them in check and perhaps

low and balanced.  A reasonable amount of

fear is healthy. We are mortals. It helps each of

us evaluate ourselves, the aircraft we operate,

and the conditions we may have to fly in, or

not. Preparation is always a key, as well as

proficiency.  Our safety and to those we fly

with, depend on our on-going study, practice

and continued desire to keep learning. We

aviators have much to know involving many

subjects. As we fly, our minds should be play-

ing the ‘what-if’ game. Mental preparation is a

key to survival if things do go wrong. Review

your procedures.  Knowing what to stay away

from can keep us out of trouble. Remember the

accident-statistics cite many capable aviators.

Look ahead, decide early. Don’t forget to at-

tend the aviation safety programs and partici-

pate in the New Wings Program. Be a safe fly-

ing risk manager. Fly Safely!

SAFETY  con’t

CALENDAR

Oct. 23   Officers  Election

Fly-In Breakfast Richfield

every Sat. 8:00-10:00 am
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I’m often asked, how many airports are

there in Utah? The FAA recognizes 144

airports (46 public use and 98 private).

Nearly half of the 98 private airports are

heliports. These numbers do not include

back country landing strips. Until re-

cently, there were 47 public use airports,

but the sponsor of Eagle Mountain / Jake

Garn Airport recently notified the FAA

that 17U is no longer an airport. Did you

know that? It’s a good example why you

should check NOTAMS even for local

flights.

Public use airports are licensed by the

Division of Aeronautics and the Division

is responsible for managing Utah’s sys-

tem of airports. With the exception of

Bountiful / Skykpark (BTF), which is

owned by a private group, all other pub-

lic use airports in Utah are owned by a

government entity such as a city or

county. The state of Utah owns only one

airport: Hanksville (HVE).

Every airport is an important part of

Utah’s system of airports but each is not

of equal value. I’m sure you’d agree that

Salt Lake International (SLC) is more es-

sential to Utah’s transportation needs

and economic objectives than Bluff (66V).

Bluff is important to the area it serves.

Funding (both Federal and State) will

always be less than what is needed for

maintenance and capital improvement.

How does the FAA and the Division of

Aeronautics determine where limited re-

sources will be spent? It’s not easy! But

there is a tool that helps with the plan-

ning process. It’s called the Utah Con-

tinuous Airport System Plan (UCASP). Its

purpose is to provide the FAA and the

Division with guidelines to continue the

successful development of its aviation

system, with an emphasis on planning for

the airport system as a whole.

I invite you to browse through the

UCASP. What roll does your favorite

Utah airport play in the system? Both the

Executive Summary and the entire docu-

ment are posted on the Division of Aero-

nautics web site:www.udot.utah.gov

(click on Aeronautics). For those who

would prefer to view a hard copy, you’re

welcome to stop by the Division of Aero-

nautics office.

Before closing, I’d like to ask you for

your assistance. When you notice some-

thing is out of order at an airport, such

as the AWOS, airport beacon, pilot con-

trolled lighting system, runway or taxi-

way lights, etc, please give the Division

of Aeronautics a call at 715-2260. We’ll

coordinate with the airport manager or

sponsor to have the issue corrected

promptly.

Safe Flying,

Pat

PAT’S CORNER

Ed’s note.. Pat Morley is Director of Utah
Division of Aeronautics


